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Using the exact solution for a sine-driven two-level system we have calculated the nonlinear absorption
coeAicient of a gas of two-level molecules with homogeneous (hard collisions, spontaneous decay) and
inhomogeneous (l3oppler effect) broadening mechanisms. We have studied the dependence of the form of the
absorption lines on relaxation parameters, on the strength of the electric field, and for various ratios between
the homogeneous and inhomogeneous linewidths. We include considerations about saturation of the medium
caused by the external field that gives rise to the so-called power broadening of the spectral lines. The
dependence of the linewidth on the saturation parameters and on the relaxation parameters is determined.
These parameters appear in the ratio of the purely homogeneous and purely inhomogeneous linewidths.
Asymptotic behaviors of this linewidth for the homogeneous limit and for the inhomogeneous limit are also
determined.
I. INTRODUCf ION
The nonlinear response of a molecular or atomic
system to a laser field is an important tool in the
study of the modifications of a material media in-
teracting with the field. These studies have gen-
erated new branches of spectroscopy, for example,
the so-called nonlinear optical spectroscopy and
the very promising field of Doppler-free spectro-
scopy. ' Also, the proper study of the changes in
the laser field characteristics propagating in a
medium caused by nonlinear interactions with
this medium received enormous attention since
the generation of optical second harmonic by
Franken eI, a/. in j.961.2
The study of the absorption interaction of light
with matter started, in macroscopic terms, with
the work of Lorentz and others, 3 at the, end of the
last century, and more recently in microscopic
terms with %eisskopf and %Vigner, 4 Heitler and
Ma, ' Newstein, ' and many others (see Kimble and
Mandel' and references therein) . The appearance
of the laser has made possible the detailed experi-
mental study of nonlinear absorption and nonlinear
variations in the indices of refraction in the opti-
cal regime. Since then, a number of practical
applications —like the laser isotope separation
schemes —and even very fundamental theoretical
questions like the validity of quantum electro-
dynamics and the propositions of experimental
tests for its validity in the optical regime have
been considered (see Ref. 7).
For a number of new and interestigg phenomena
resulting from the interaction of light with re-
sonant atomic molecular systems —the so-called
two energy-level scheme (or model) —is good
enough to describe certain features of the be-
havior of those systems. A good review of those
phenomena is given, for example, by Allen and
Eberly8 (and references therein). In particular,
the study of broadening mechanisms of certain
transitions (two-level systems) for pure gases or
vapors (resonance broadening, spontaneous emis-
sion) and also the theory of broadening of spectral
lines in the presence of foreign gases (or vapors)
and the theory of the linewidth of optical lines
received also a great deal of attention. s The pos-
sibility of achieving saturation conditions for op-
tical transitions in contrast to microwave transi-
tions by intense laser fields added a new interest
to the subject. Nevertheless, some features of
these studies deserve further consideratioris due
mainly to the necessity of taking into account the
saturation effects on the optical absorption lines
due to intense optical fields. In particular, the
exploration of a linewidth equation is made. This
linewidth equation, once solved numerically, can
predict, in quantitative terms, the mutual depen-
de'nce of saturation effects, homogeneous broad-
ening mechanisms (like hard collisions and spon-
teneous decay), and inhomogeneous broadening
mechanisms [like the one due to the thermal mo-
tion of the atoms (in a vapor) or molecules (in a
gas), the so-called Doppler effect], for any relative
magnitude of the corresponding homogeneous and
inhomogeneous linewidths and simultaneously for
any strength of the external optical field.
It is the aim of this work, to provide such ex-
ploration, in quantitative terms, and yet using
a simple model that can represent a starting point
for the analysis of more complex ories.
In this work, we study the nonlinear absorption
line shapes and linewidths of gases and vapors
as a function of relaxation parameters, saturation
conditions, and various ratios between the homo-
geneous and inhomogeneous linewidths.
In Sec. II, we describe the theoretical model
for the gas that is used as the basis for the sys-
ternatic consideration of the nonlinear absorption
characteristics. In Sec. III we derive the non-
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linear absorpti. on coefficient to all powers in the
electric field strength and for any relative mag-
nitude of homogeneous and inhomogeneous line-
widths. In Sec. IV, we solve numerically the
linewidth equation and we present asymptotic
behaviors of the solutions for a purely homogen-
eous case or for a case in which the inhomogen-
eous envelope predominates over the homogen-
eous part of the line shape. We give predictions
of the behavior of the linewidth function as a
function of the saturation and the relaxation para-
meters of the gas.
II. THEORETICAL MODEL
We assume that an external laser field in the
form of a monochromatic oscillating plane wave
E( r, t) =Re (Eo( r ) exp [i(&o~t —k ~ r)]), (2.1)
where (d~ is the angular frequency arid k is the
wave vector, interacts with each molecule (or
atom) of the gas in the linear. electric-dipole ap-
proximation. In other words, we assume as
usual that the field varies iri space very slowly
over the dimensions of the molecule. The inter-
action Hamiltonian is written
V=- p E, (2.2)
where p, is the electric-dipole moment operator
of the molecule (or atom) and E is the optical
field given by (2.1).
We also assume that the laser field is nearly
resonant with a transition frequency coo of the
molecule or atom. The two energy levels sep-
arated by the interval Ij)~0 are considered suf-
ficiently distant from all other energy levels that
the latter may be ignored. So we restrict the
molecule to a two-level system model. For sim-
plicity, we assume that the energy levels are
nonde gener ate.
Because we intend to deal with low-pressure
regimes, we assume that initially each molecule
interacts weakly with the others. It means that
each molecule can be represented by a statis-
tical ensemble of identical molecules in the ther-
mal bath composed by the others.
The broadening mechanisms on the absorption
line shapes and linewidths considered here are
(a) homogeneous effects (pressure broadening,
spontaneous radiative decay, and power broad-
ening) and (b) inhomogeneous effects —the Doppler
effect due to the thermal motion of the molecules
(or atoms). The pressure effects on the absorp-
tion line shapes and linewidths are taken into
account in the so-called impact approximation,
since we deal with low-pressure regimes. In the
impact approximation, the collisions are assumed
to occur in a random way and to be so strong that
immediately after they take place all phase infor-
mation is lost ("hard" .or strong collisions) . The
power broadening (or saturation broadening) is
due to the high strength of the laser field. We
assume that the strength of the laser field may be
arbitrarily high.
The power broadening effect in the absorption
line shapes and linewidths is hence calculated
to all powers of the saturation parameter. In
fact, no perturbation schemes are used in the
calculation of the absorption coefficient of the gas
(or vapor).
III. NONLINEAR ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT
Feynman, Vernon, and Hellwarth'0 (FVH) de-
rived a geometrical representation for the Schro-
dinger equation of an ensemble of two-quantum-
level noninteracting systems which are under the
influence of a perturbation. This model is used
in the calculations presented here. If g(t) is the
wave function for a two-level system, we write
g(t) =c,(t)q )+c2(t)y2, (3.1)
r2 =i(C2C & —C &C2 ),
r3 =C2C2 —C)C(,
(3.3)
where the asterisk means complex conjugate.
With these three functions is defined a vector r
=(r„r2, r3) in the abstract "r space" that deter-
mines uniquely the wave function (3.1). We as-
sume that the function g(t) given by (3.1) is nor-
malized to unity, so that the C,C, +C2C) =1.
The complete Hamiltonian is written as a sum
of IIO with a perturbation V(t) due to the external
laser field. Following FVH, ' a new vector Po
(u&„&u„&u3) is defined by its components
u, =(I/tf)(V»+ V»),
~2 (~~~) (V12 V21) & (3.4)
where V, ~ are the matrix elements (i ~ V ~j) of the
perturbation V=V(t). Schrodinger's equation for a
two-level system then takes the form
dr
dt (3.5)
So, while the perturbation is acting, the vector
f precesses around the vector ~ in the r space.
If the perturbation vanishes, the r vector becomes
where p& and y2 are eigenfunctions of the unper-
turbed Hamiltonian Ho, i.e.,
(3 2)
The E, are the energies of the states y, and q,
of the two-level system. From the coefficients
C, (t) and C2(t), FVH defined three functions
r) =C2C) +C)C2,
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V22 V21 j"i2EO COS(K t —pp),
~ff =~22=0 ~
(3 7)
By a convenient choice of phases we get p, f2= p, 2f.
The components of the perturbation vector
&u(~„~„&op) (3.4) are then equal to




To simplify the calculations we change to a
coordinate system 18' that rotates with frequency
co around the axis 3 in the r space. The rotation
vector is given by ur =(0, 0, &o ) and the rotation
matrix R is given by
cos(0 t sin(d t 0
stationary. If the quantum system is in one of
its quantum-energy levels, the vector r lies along
the 3 axis in the abstract r space.
%ith this simple and clear formulation of the
quantum mechanics of two-level systems we are
able to visualize easily the behavior of these sys-
tems under the perturbation V(t). And using the
techniques of rotating frames in r space, we can
simplify the equations of motion for r and obtain
more easily important quantitative results.
Assume the incident electric field to be propa-
gating in the Z direction and to be linearly po-
larized, so that
E(r, t) =Ep(r)x cos((o~t- jpz) . (3.6)
The phase cozt- k r can be written as
(d t —Joy
where ~ =u&~(1 —v/e) is the Doppler-shifted
frequency of the radiation and y, =kz, is a phase
related to the position of the molecule in the gas
cell.
The matrix elements of the perturbation V(t)
given by (2.2) are
r', =Re [(r, +ir2}e '"-'],
r', =Im [(r,+ir, )e '" ']-,
I3 F3 ~






— =—((o —(up)r, —rp (o2, (3.12)
I I I
dt,
=4) f f'2 —C02 t f .
This system of equations is solved using the
Laplace-transform method. For atoms in the
lower state after a collision
r', (8=0) =r'(8 =0) =0,
r,'(8=0) =- 1,
(3.13)
where 8 =t- t' is the time of last collision. To
perform the Laplace transform we change the
independent variable t to 8=t- t' defined above.
The transformation of (3.12) gives
Sr2(s) (r02):((d (Op)r2(s) +(02 rp(s)
Sr2(S) —r2(0) =—((o —(op)r~(S) —rp(S)u)2 (3.14)
Srp(S) —rp(0) =+2r2(S) ppprf(s)
where 8 is the Laplace parameter.
Solving for r', (S), r2(S), and rp(s), assuming the
initial conditions (3.13), we get
r', (s) =(I/~)[(~ —~p) ~', —~'2S],
r', (S) =(I/n. )[~2(&u —&up) +sar &],
rp(S) =- (I/&)[s'+(~ —~p}'],
(3.15)
so, the equation of motion for r in the 1'' system
of reference becomes
I
f I I I=((0 —Q)p)r2+&d2 rp,
R= —sine t cosa t 0
0 1
(3.9)
where 22 =S(S2+Q'), with Q'=(&u —~p)2+j222Ep2/N2
is the determinant of the system (3.14).
Inverting the Laplace-transformed components
of r, we find
So, the vectors r and ~ transform accordingly
v'=R~, r' =Br,
that gives in the rotating-wave approximation
(RWA)
&u', (u& —&pp) (1—cosQ8) sln08 q
&u2(&u —ppp) (1 —cosQ8) ~&@'
(j212Ep/j2) cospp i




r,'(8) =- I+»",P (1—co.sQ8) .j)2Q2
At this point, we start including the relaxation
processes in the calculation. The co)lisions are
studied in the so-called impact approximation
(hard collisions) as explained in Sec. II. The
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g(8)d 8 =e~ ~' dB/r (3.17)
collisions with the walls of the gas container are
also taken into account. The character of ran-
domness of hard collisions is shared with the
process of spontaneous radiative decay. On the
other hand, the two processes are statistically
independent and both cause an interruption in the
interaction of the molecule with the external
laser field. I.et f(8) be the probability that a
molecule will not be interrupted during the time
interval 8. The probability of having an interrup-
tion in the next infinitesimal interval 8 is d8/7',
where r is the. aveAge between two successive
interruptions. So, the probability that the mole-
cule will not be interrupted in its interaction with




Then, the probability that a molecule, after
surviving without interruption for a time 8,
suffers an interruption in the time interval be-
tween 8 and 8+d8 is
&geo t
1+v'((o (o—p) '+ (p.'„Ep/ii') 7'.
(3.19)
where N is the particle density.
From (3.20), we may define, for one plane
optical wave
E =Re (Ep exp [t(k ~ r —~&t)],
the homogeneous complex susceptibility XH of a
gas with atoms traveling with velocity v, by
P„(r, t) =Re [X„(v)E(r,t)], (3.21)
(3.22)xs(~) =xe(~) +tx~'(~),
P NJtlf2 r ((d —(dp)
1+v'(&u —&o )'+(p' E'/if') 7' ' (3.22a)
where the subscript H stands for homogeneous, to
denote homogeneous broadening processes.
The component of the polarization charge den-
sity p~ corresponding to a certain package of
molecules with velocity v is defined as
P (r, t)=lV(T(r t)&, (3.20)
that has the form of a, Poisson distribution norm-
alized to unity.
The interruption time T can be written as
2 T
1+F2(co —(d )p ~(p~ Ep/1~)Tp
(3.22b)
T ~ T
where the sum is extended to all those processes
incorporated in the model.
Using the Poisson distribution (3.17), we may
consider the homogeneous average of the expec-
tation value of the electric-dipole moment oper-
ator p induced by an uniform plane electric field




where p, ,2 is the electric-dipole matrix element
and rI(8) is given by (3.16). It is from this
average dipole moment that the line shape will be
eventually deduced.
Performing the integration, we have
I/r =1/r„+l./~„
where T„ is the average time between two succes-
sive spontaneous decays and T~ is the average
time between two successive hard (or strong)
collisions.
If other processes satisfying the same conditions
of statistical independence and randomness are
intended to be considered, the same kind of form-
ulation is of course valid, and
fo(tp(u) =(7'o/Mv) exp [- ~e(&(o) '], (3.23)
As will be explained later the term s2
= (s»EQRp)v' in the denominator gives rise to
homogeneous broadening. This kind of broadening
is called saturation or power broadening and be-
comes important provided s2 is not negligible as
compared to 1. With the increase of the strength
of the external field (a laser field, for example)
the spectral lines become broader and broader.
If we consider, in particular, the absorption of
external radiation by the gas under the condition
above, we observe a nonlinear behavior in this
process. The absorption becomes smaller and
smaller until the gas becomes transparent to the
radiation. We say that the absorption "satur-
ates."
Up to this point just one part of the molecules
of the gas were considered, namely, those ones
with a certain velocity v such that their Doppler
frequency is ~, +kv. For those molecules, the
external electromagnetic field has a frequency
v =cuI —kv, where co~ is the external electro-
magnetic frequency measured in the laboratory.
To take into account all the molecules of the gas,
we have to average the susceptibility XH over all
the velocities. For this purpose we use a
Gaussian distribution function normalized to
unity:
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IP R p, 2» rMw
XG (+I P +0) lf (1 +s2)1/2 Re W(z) P (3.25)
where Re stands for the "real part of." The ex-
pression (3.25) gives a description of the absorp-
tion of radiation by the gas system in its res-
ponse to the external electromagnetic field and
also the dependence of this absorption with gas
thermodynamic conditions through the parame-
ters Tc and
The absorption line shapes given by the imagin-
ary part of the susceptibility are functions of the
two parameters of the model here presented,
namely: (a) the parameter x=v'o(&oz, —coo) which
depends on the detuning of the external frequency
e~-with respect to the resonance frequency of the
two-level molecules and on the thermal motion of
these molecules; (b) the parameter y =(ro/w)(1
+s2)'/2 which depends on the relative magnitude of
the homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening
mechanisms and also on saturation effects.
We plot the imaginary part of the susceptibility
Xo as (i) function of the parameter x for several
values of y (Fig. 1); (ii) a function of the saturation
parameter s for several values of x (Fig. 2). In
Fig. I, we see clearly how the line shapes change
where 7'~ is the Gaussian time and 4~=kv
=2(&uz/c) v, c is the speed of light in vacuum, and
v and ~1 were defined previously.
This corresponds to the assumption that the
external field does not affect the Boltzmann-Max-
well equilibrium distribution of velocities of
molecules of the gas.
So the susceptibility becomes
Xa(~I ~0) f XH(~1 ~II+~~)~00
exp[- r,'(t).(o) 'j
(3.24)
To evaluate the absorption of the radiation by
the gas, we need to consider the imaginary part
of the complex susceptibility. Performing the
integration, we- obtain
gg PPgp 7 1. 2
Xo(+L& +0) I ~w: (1+&R)1/2
J dt e ' (vo/f)- (&o/&)'+[r (~ —~o) —tj' '





W(z) =e ' erfc(- iz), z =x+iy,
provided x be real and y &0. Of course, the
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SATURATION f%RAMETE'R s
FIG. 2. Imaginary part of the nonlinear Gaussian-
Lorentmian convoluted susceptibility X 'g (~I„(dp) vs the
saturation parameter s = ( p i+0/K)v for various values
of the detuning frequency x=v z(co&- cop) ()(g)p=x gQ s
=0, 7'G/T); 7'G/7' =l.
FIG. 1. Imaginary part of the nonlinear Gaussian-
Lorentzian convoluted susceptibility g ~ ger. , cop) vs the
detuning frequency @=7'~(cuI. - vp) for various values of
the parameter.
y= —(1+s )i/;a = (t///. /pfw~w vG j(1+s ) /
, G














FIG. 3. 'Convolution linewidth as a function of the
parameter y = (t' Jt)(1+sr)I~1, for t' 8/r=1. The dashed
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SATURATtON PARAME TE R s
FIG. 4. Convolution linemidth as a function of the
saturation parameter s = (Ir IIEp/ft) r
with the variation of the parameter y. For y «1
the line shape is Gaussian; becomes a convolution
shape at y =1 and becomes a Lorentzian for y» 1.
From Fig. 1,, we see that the nonlinear absorp-
tion coefficient ao =- (&ur/c)m )(8'(&ur, &op) (where




IV. LINEWIDTH EQUATION: SOLUTIONS AND
THEIR ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIORS
In this section, we consider the dependence of
the linewidths associated with the absorption
lines described by the. imaginary part of the sus-
ceptibility derived in Sec. III, with the para-
meters &~ and &, and with the strength of the
external electromagnetic field. %6 solve, num-
erically, the linewidth equation:
1 tl ll
axe (~r, =&p) =xg (&r&p) ~,
where )(o'(&or =&up) is the imaginary part of the
susceptibility for resonance of the two-level sys-
tem with the external field, and )(8'(&pr, urp) is the
same function for any values of the angular fre-
quency ~~ of the external field and of the angular
frequency +0 of the molecule.
Using the expressions for )(8'(cur =&op) and
)(g ((dr g QPp) y We get
(4.1)
ae" erfcy =Re W(z), (4.1a)
where z =x+1'y, x=ro(Per —(op), y =(r8/r) (1 +s') ' ~,
sp =()IIIIEIp/ji I) rp, as defined previously.
Using a linear interpolation of the tables for
the error function of complex arguments W(z), "
we obtain for each value of the parameter y, the
values of the function W(y;@=0) and, then, the
roots zp of Eq. (4.1). The linewidths are given
by L~=2xo. A plot of the linewidths I ~ as a
function of the parameter y shows that the line-
width increases with increasing values of
y (Fig. 3). Also a plot of linewidth Lo as a
function of the saturation parameter defined by
s=(p.,IEp/I)r is obtained (Fig. 4).
A. Asymptotic solutions of the linewidth equation (4.1)
Tile asyIIlptot1c behavior of tile fllnctlon W(z)
for (a) large values of the parameter y and (b)
small values of the parameter y, are then con-
sideredd.
increases and tends to a constant with 1ncreaslng
values of the parameter y.
The line shapes of Fig. 1 are symmetrical
with respect to the X~' axis and no frequency
shifts are described.
In the microwave region, for pressures of the
order of 1 atm the part of complex -susceptibility
that displays the sum &ur —&up (&or &0) cannot be
neglected. The asymmetry of the line shape can
be explained qualitatively by the sum of these two
Lorentzian line shapes. ' But in the infrared and
visible regions, this term is actually negligible
and the asymmetry requires a more sophisticated
model like Lindholm's theory. '3 The numerical
values of the real part of the complex error func-
tion W'(z) were taken from Ref. 11.
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z W(y) =Re W(z),
where
So
W(y) =; Re W(z) =~( y17T y x'+y2) '
Consider the asymptotic expansion of the func-
tion erfcz (Ref. 11)
2 e ' (- 1)"(2m) t
2z .0 m l (2z) 2™




& —,'w . Making the substitution
z ig-and using the definition of W(z), we get
1 1 (-1) (2m) l
t(- 2 .) - .
Note that argz=argf —&m, and for y-~, argg








Of course, argg =&7T satisfies this condition.
Taking the first term of the expansion (4.3) and
using the general expression for the linewidth
equation, we get
J=e ' —— dkcoskxe ~ /4k2 2
7T p
y d=e " —— dk sinkx e ' t ' I .md', )
The integral between large parentheses can be
related to Dawson's integral" by the relationship
2f'/e" sin(2x t) dt= e + t~' e' dt.
Ma
In our case, a=-,' and x'=—,'x. So
„2 y d ~ „2 " g2Z=e* —
l
e* e' hatt)2nd@ k p
y





D(x) =e " e' dt
0
is the Dawson's integral, and in Ref. 11the values
of xD(x) are tabulated. So
Z(x, y) =e" —(y/2w)[1 —2xD(x)].
Using the corresponding values for J(x, y) and
xD(x) for each value given of y, the linewidth
equation becomes
Jg —2y. (4.4)
In the next approximation, we get the following
sixth-order equation in the parameter x:
1 1 1 6 I2x —3 4 2 4 yX +)- 2 X —5X —y +—=0.2
or
-g2
—,'(1 —y/2w) =e " —(y/2w) [1—2xD(x)]
x'=- ln(-;(1- y/2w) +(y/2w)[1 —2xD(x)]]
This equation can be solved numerically, but we
restrict ourselves to the first-order approxima-
tion.
and for y=0,
I ~ = 2(ln2) ' t 2
in the first approximation.
2. Asymptotic behavior of the line~idth for small values of
the parameter y




I v '+(x- t)'
where t =re(&u —u&0). Using the identity
1 dk ega(x-t) e-I Elyy'+(x- t)'
and calling






The model considered in this work describes
any experimental situation of any relative ratio
bure/nv~, between the magnitudes of the Doppler
linewidth b+~ and the homogeneous linewidth
Neo~, provided the interruption theory of collisions
(hard or strong collisions) remains valid.
It also describes saturation effects, due to a
suitable combination of the strength of the ex-
ternal field Ep and the electric-dipole moment ma-
trix element p, ,2. In this sense, the model pro-
vides an unified picture of the line shape and the
linewidth behavior of gases when those broaden-.
ing mechanisms are present. It assumes that
just binary collisions are supposed to occur. If
the density of the gas is increased to a point in
which multiple collisions become important, the
interruption theory of collisions described here
is not valid.
In comparing the model with experiments, sev-
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eral factors are important to take into account,
namely, (a) the thermodynamic state of the gas,
expressed in terms of pressure, temperature and
density; (b) the frequency spectral region in which
the electric-dipole transitions take place; (c)
saturation effects due to the strength of the ex-
ternal fields and the magnitude of the electric-
dipole matrix elements.
The present unified model describes the line-
width absorption as a function of the parameter y:
(5.1)
The parameter y is the ratio between the homo-
geneous power saturated linewidth 4(di,
b.(oi =(2/T) (1+s') 'i'
and the inhomogeneous linewidth b ~~ multiplied
by (ln2)'i2
y =(a~i, /b u) s) (ln2) '~' . (5.2)
The homogeneous linewidth Av~ being the sum
of two terms
Atda =(A(ds +A(dc}(l +S )
where Av„ is the natural linewidth
6(ds =4(do +12/3RC i
(5 3)
and Due is the linewidth due to hard collisions be-
tween the molecules of the gas
(oc =2/rc .
The resonance frequency of the two-level system
is vo, p. ,2 is its electric-dipole moment matrix
element, c is the speed of light in vacuum, 5 is
Planck's constant divided by 2n, T~ is the colli-
sional relaxation time discussed previously. In
terms of thermodynamic quantities, T~ is given
by
Tc =0.520 x 10 (mT)/oP ~ .(in cgs units),
where m is the molecule's mass, T is the abso-
lute temperature of the gas, I' is its mean pres-
sure, and 0 is the total cross section between two
mole cules.
The Doppler width bee~ is given by
~u&c=0. 110x10 ~&a, (T/A)'i~ (in cgs units),
where A is the mass number of the atom, T is the
absolute temperature, and coo the resonance fre-
quency of the two-level system.
We notice that the term yc =sec/a&us is pro-
portional to the density p of the gas.
The linewidth L~ is a function of the parameter
y, i.e., is a function of the ratio between the
homogeneous saturated linewidth Au&~ (5.3) and the
Doppler linewidth ~~~. For definiteness, we con-
sider the following regimes:
(a) a&ui » n.ec. In this case, the parameter y is
much greater than 1. The asymptotic behavior of
the linewidth L~ for large values of y is
Lg 2p as
(b) A&oi = Ave. In this case, the convolution is
absolutely necessary and there is no analytical
solution of the linewidth equation. Nevertheless,
by solving this equation numerically we describe
the behavior of the linewidth of the complete ab-
sorption line.
(c) Lvi «A&us. In this limit, the Doppler broad-
ening predominates over the homogeneous broad-
ening and the linewidth becomes
L~ =Sop~ .
In the asymptotic limit y -0, the linewidth L~
approaches the value 2(ln2) 'i'.
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